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Abstract
With recent advances in DNA sequencing technologies, researchers are able to acquire increasingly larger volumes of genomic datasets, enabling the training of powerful models for downstream genomic tasks. However, genome scale dataset often contain many missing values, decreasing the accuracy and power in drawing robust conclusions drawn in genomic analysis. Consequently, imputation of missing information by statistical and machine learning methods has become important. We show that the current state-of-the-art can be advanced significantly by applying a novel variation of the Transformer architecture, called Split-Transformer Impute (STI), coupled with improved pre-processing of data input into deep learning models. We performed extensive experiments to benchmark STI against existing methods using resequencing datasets from human 1000 Genomes Project and yeast genomes. Results establish superior performance of our new methods compared to competing genotype imputation methods in terms of accuracy and imputation quality score in the benchmark datasets.
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1 Introduction
Genetic and genomic studies, such as linkage analysis and genome-wide association studies (GWAS), enable us to dissect genetic architecture of complex traits that are the key to understanding the genetic contribution and risks of these traits and diseases. In recent years, whole-genome genotyping platforms and sequencing technologies have advanced greatly and become highly affordable, resulting in the accumulation of large collections of genotypes in growing cohorts awaiting genomic analysis. Although the resolution of genotypes has been improving steadily over time, genotypes still contain many missing values and untyped loci [1]. These missing data may decrease statistical power in disease association studies and causal variants discovery [2–4]. Causes of missing genotypes include the difficulty in sequencing rare alleles [5–7], failure of experimental assays, genotyping calling errors, and differences in densities and properties of genotyping platforms [2].

Consequently there is always a need of reliable imputation of genotypes using computational methods. Imputation is the process of inferring missing values in the data based on the knowledge and distribution in the available datasets. In early studies of association analysis in the pedigree data, genotypes were implicitly imputed based on joint genotype distribution between individuals in the same pedigree [8, 9]. This idea was extended and termed as “in silico genotyping” to refer to computational analysis, instead of laboratory based procedures, for imputing missing genotypes in reference [10]. A comprehensive
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Discussion about existing imputation methods in general and state-of-the-art imputation models for genomic data is available in the supplementary.

Imputation has applications in a wide range of genomic studies. Some examples of early applications of genotype imputation are in the analysis of Type 2 diabetes [11], and six other complex diseases [12]. In another study [13], genotype imputation was used to evaluate the evidence for additional causal variants based on identified and confirmed Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs). In light of the success of these applications, there has been an increase in the practice of genotyping using low-density SNP panels to reduce costs, and imputing the samples to commonly used dense panels [14, 15]. The list of widely used reference panels in GWAS is presented in Table 1. GWAS analysis utilizes a dense set of genotyped genetic variants to increase the power of discovering genetic variants associated with diseases and traits [16–21]. Meta-analysis boosts confidence interval of GWAS analysis by augmenting sample size, through cost-effective computational methods, by fusing data from multiple studies [22, 23]. Since the data across multiple studies is heterogeneous due to sample sizes, platforms utilized, and genetic ancestries surveyed, imputation is utilized as a means to infer values for untyped positions that are not present in any of the datasets [24–26].

**Table 1** Reference panels available for imputation. 1kGP is 1000 Genomes Project dataset in the first row.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>#Samples</th>
<th>#Sites (Chr1-22)</th>
<th>Variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1kGP Phase3 V5 [27]</td>
<td>2,504</td>
<td>49,143,605</td>
<td>SNP/INDELs/SVs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK10K [28]</td>
<td>3,781</td>
<td>45,492,035</td>
<td>SNVs/INDELs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TopMed [29]</td>
<td>97,256</td>
<td>308,107,085</td>
<td>SNPs/SNVs/INDELs/SVs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRC r1.1 [30]</td>
<td>32,470</td>
<td>39,635,008</td>
<td>SNPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAAPA [31]</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>31,163,897</td>
<td>SNPs/INDELs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFAM [32]</td>
<td>2,269</td>
<td>54,962,430</td>
<td>SNPs/INDELs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBBC [33]</td>
<td>10,376</td>
<td>81,498,995</td>
<td>SNPs/INDELs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The GenomeAsia Pilot [34]</td>
<td>1,654</td>
<td>21,494,814</td>
<td>SNPs/INDELs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Imputation in genomic data calls for specialized methods since the data are, inherently, different from many other domains, such as vision or natural language processing. First, the data are of high dimension as the number of bases is large, but the number of samples can be orders of magnitude less than the number of bases. Second, there are linear and non-linear interactions between bases whose incorporation into the model may greatly affect the quality of imputation [35]. Third, individuals of shared ancestry are likely to share segments of sequences due to common descent, which can serve as additional prior information to impute the missing data.

Though the overall performance of existing imputation methods for genomic data is relatively high, they do have shortcomings. Reference-based Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), such as Minimac4 [36], have the highest accuracy but are incapable of handling any data without a reference panel.
Moreover, they are incapable of imputing multi-allelic events. On the other hand, existing Deep Learning (DL) models do not have a mechanism to capture pairwise correlations among markers, such as the presence of Linkage Disequilibrium (LD), and result in lower performance compared to reference-based models. An effective solution to this problem, capable of capturing pairwise interactions, is the attention mechanism in transformer architecture [37].

Attention mechanism in DL mimics the visual attention to focus on specific parts of pictures [38] in order to generate an output [39], by calculating pairwise importance scores over subsets of data. Attention can capture global interactions amongst the markers at the cost of quadratic memory consumption, making it a suitable candidate to capture LD structures. The memory cost becomes important in genomic analysis since the number of bases in a sequence is normally in thousands. In genotypes, the majority of interactions are local [40]. Therefore, it is of great importance to limit the scope of attention to save computational resources. Additionally, genotype imputation methods, to the best of our knowledge, are either designed to solely tackle bi-allelic events [36, 41, 42] or are not evaluated for multi-allelic variants [2, 43, 44]. This, in turn, prevents confident imputation of multi-allelic events or complex genetic variants such copy number variants, duplications, and insertions.

In this paper, we present a novel genotype imputation model based on the attention mechanisms in a transformer framework. Our model utilizes attention to capture correlations among the SNPs/SNVs in the data. It achieves high imputation accuracy at a modest memory consumption cost by dividing the data into chunks, enabling efficient application to long sequences. To summarize, our contributions in this study are threefold. First, we propose an improvement for the training process of DL models for imputation. Second, we present Split-Transformer Impute (STI), a novel DL transformer model, designed to specifically address the genotype imputation problem. STI performs comparable to competing imputation model, Minimac4, while it does not need to be trained each time prior to inference and can be applied to genotyped datasets without reference panels. Lastly, we perform experiments using multi-allelic datasets in order to benchmark STI against available methods for such data and investigate how their performance is affected compared to bi-allelic events.

2 Results

2.1 Overview of the study

An overview of our proposed model, STI, is presented in Figure 1. STI uses Cat-Embedding layer (designed to embed one-hot encoded data) in order to capture allele information per SNV, in addition to the information of missing values. This, in conjunction with multi-headed attention layers, enables STI to model correlations among SNVs to impute missing values based on known and missing values per position. By vertical partitioning (splitting) of the data and passing resulted SNV windows through separate branches, STI saves memory
in attention layers. We use four datasets in order to benchmark STI, namely yeast [45] and three datasets extracted from phase 3 of 1000 Genomes Project [27]: Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA), deletions in chromosome 22, and all Single Nucleotide Variants (SNVs) in chromosome 22.

The datasets from 1000 Genomes Project are accompanied with a reference panel that enables reference-based methods, such as Minimac4, to impute missing values for that data. In contrast, the yeast dataset has no such reference, making reference-free approaches, such as STI, the only candidates able to impute the data. For the other three datasets we calculated either min allele frequency (MAF) or LD, as shown in Figure 2, and selected the SNPs/SNVs for the test set proportional to those.
Fig. 2 MAF and LD distributions of three benchmark datasets from 1000 Genomes Project: a. Kernel density estimation plot for MAF and maximum LD distributions of SNPs in HLA dataset. Darker shades of color represents higher density in this plot. The closer MAF is to 0.5, the harder it will be for the model to achieve a high accuracy, since the probability of bi-allelic events becomes equal. b. Maximum LD distribution for deletions in chromosome 22. c. Maximum LD distribution for all SNVs in chromosome 22. We can observe that the number of positions falling in [0.6, 0.8] bin, in b and c, is less compared to the other bins, and we can expect to see a drop in accuracy for these positions despite the high LD. d. LD among different SNV types in chromosome 22. This plot shows other structural events are commonly correlated with deletions. Furthermore, deletion, copy number variation, and duplication events appear in different ranges of LD while the rest of the events are limited to \(LD \leq 0.1\). Lastly, the majority of correlated SNVs to deletions are of the same event, making deletions a good separate dataset for our experiment.

We compare STI to state-of-the-art imputation models: SCDA [43], AE [2], HLA*DEEP [44], and Minimac4 [36]. Additionally, in order to assess the contribution of Cat-Embedding, we replaced it with a convolution layer in STI, named the resulting model STI*WE, fine-tuned it, and applied it to the benchmark datasets. Lastly, we train SCDA, in addition to HLA*DEEP and STI, using our proposed pre-processing and training procedure, and compare it to AE. Since AE and original SCDA are the same and only differ in training process, we believe that this comparison can show the effectiveness of our proposed pre-processing and training procedure.

2.2 Experimental settings

We implemented STI and other DL models using Tensorflow framework [46] in Python. In order to train the models, we used tensor processing units (TPU) provided by Google Colaboratory platform. Learning rate scheduler and early stopping are employed in order to reduce the loss and training duration, as much as possible, on the training set for all DL models.

The input to all DL models is one-hot encoded. STI can handle diplotypes but the best performance, according to our experiments which were inspired by [44], is achieved when the inputs of the DL models are haplotypes. Therefore, for the HLA dataset and chromosome 22 datasets, we break each diplotype into maternal and paternal haplotypes, feed them into the model, and recombine
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the resulting predictions for HLA*DEEP [44], SCDA [43], and STI. We keep using diplotypes as inputs for AE [2] since it is an improved version of SCDA in which the training process was modified and we wanted to keep it intact. By doing so, we also compare the improvement in AE to our implementation of SCDA, called SCDA+, in which we use proposed pre-processing in conjunction with the changes to training process as a contribution. The yeast dataset contains haplotypes, so there is no need for the aforementioned extra steps.

In this study, accuracy and imputation quality score (IQS) [47] are used in order to evaluate the imputation power of the models. Accuracy is calculated only for missing positions. IQS adjusts the concordance between predicted and the ground truth SNPs for chance, and is defined for bi-allelic events. Therefore, IQS cannot be calculated for all SNVs in chromosome 22. More on these metrics is discussed in the Metrics section of Supplementary material.

2.3 Baseline models

In order to benchmark our model, we selected four genotype imputation models: reference-based Minimac4 [36] and reference-free deep learning models SCDA [43], AE [2], and DEEP*HLA [44]. In [43], experimental results indicate superior performance of SCDA to ML models for genotype imputation and as such, we do not repeat the same in this study.

For fine-tuning, we use a grid-search and obtain optimal hyper-parameters for each fold using the validation data. Then we use the average of these results to select one best set of hyper-parameter for each model per dataset. The details of the hyper-parameter tuning for each model is discussed in Hyper-parameter tuning section of the supplementary. The upper limit for the hyper-parameters was the resource limit of Google Colaboratory using batch sizes as small as 16. Minimac4 does not require fine tuning for the experiments we are running.

2.4 Experimental results

For each dataset, we performed a 3-fold cross validation. In all of the experiments, missing positions in the test set for all models are identical. The overall results for accuracy and IQS metrics are presented in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. We used maximum LD bins (Figure 2 b & c) to distribute missing positions in deletions and SNVs from chromosome 22 of 1000 Genomes Project. Since some bins have too few positions to be selected at a 0.01 missing rate, we excluded this missing rate for the experiments related to these datasets.

Yeast dataset: Missing positions in samples are selected completely randomly but LD analysis shows that maximum LD for all the SNPs is within [0.8, 1.0] range. As mentioned, Minimac4 cannot be applied to this dataset due to lack of a reference-panel. We can observe that STI performs considerably better compared to the other methods with a minimum average imputation accuracy of 0.9986 (Figure 3.a). Furthermore, SCDA+ and AE are performing similarly. Conversely, when it comes to IQS (Figure 4.a), for missing rates
of 0.01 and 0.05, AE outperforms the other models while for higher missing rates, STI is in the lead in terms of performance.

**HLA dataset:** Missing positions are selected according to the MAF distribution, which is fairly distributed across different MAF bins according to Figure 2.a. Minimac4 outperforms other methods in terms of accuracy (Figure 3.b), while it falls short in terms of IQS (Figure 4.b), especially with an increase in the missing rate. Interestingly, in case of IQS, STI*WE performs the best with missing rate of 0.01, while STI delivers the best results for higher missing rates. For this dataset, when comparing AE and SCDA+, the former has the best IQS while the latest has the best accuracy. More detailed on accuracy over MAF is presented in Table 6 of supplementary material, where we can see that accuracy is increasing with the increase in MAF, but there is a considerable drop for [0.3, 0.4] bin. The reason for this drop can be explained using Figure 2.a, in which we observe that the density of SNPs having a high LD for this bin is less than other bins.

**Deletions in chromosome 22:** For this dataset, we selected missing positions proportional to the maximum-LD distribution Figure 2.b. Since the total number of positions falling in [0.6, 0.8] is considerably lower compared to other bins (19 SNPs only), we expected to see a lower accuracy for the predictions of those SNPs, while with the increase in maximum LD, the accuracy is expected to increase. In terms of overall results, STI outperforms other method in both metrics (Figures 3.c & 4.c). Furthermore, SCDA+ is better in both metrics compared to AE, with an average score difference of 0.12, 0.06, 0.24 for missing rates of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2, respectively. Looking at Table 7 in supplementary material, we can see the trend for accuracy based on different maximum LD values for this dataset. Based on these observations, we can observe that Minimac4 is less accurate for SNPs with less maximum LD compared to HLA*DEEP, SCDA+, and STI, and since most of the positions fall within the [0, 0.2] bin, the overall performance of Minimac4 is lower in comparison. As for why Minimac4 has lower accuracy for lower LD values, we presume that the answer lies within the HMM mechanism. Since HMMs rely on transition probabilities, they are ought to perform weakly when the correlation between the events (states) are low. On the other hand, with an increase in LD, we can see that Minimac4 easily outperforms other models.

**All SNVs in chromosome 22:** For this dataset, similar to the previous dataset, missing positions are distributed among SNVs based on maximum LD (Figure 2.c). Despite having a reference-panel, Minimac4 cannot handle this dataset because it can only handle up to bi-allelic events. Furthermore, IQS is not defined for these events and we can only rely on accuracy for comparison. According to Figure 3.d, STI outperforms all other methods on average accuracy. Additionally, SCDA+ again outperforms AE, indicating the effectiveness of our proposed training procedure. More details of accuracy over different maximum LDs for this dataset can be found in Table 8 of supplementary material. Moreover, a breakdown of accuracy over mostly used SNVs is presented in Figure 5, while Figure 3 of supplementary represents the complete
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**Fig. 3** Accuracy of different models on benchmark datasets over different missing rates (MR) using 3-fold cross validation. While bars indicate average accuracy, black lines indicate highest and lowest accuracy over 3 folds. 

- **a.** Yeast dataset, 
- **b.** HLA dataset, 
- **c.** A dataset composed of Deletions in chromosome 22 of 1000 Genomes Project, 
- **d.** A dataset composed of All events in chromosome 22 of 1000 Genomes Project. Results of **b** and **c**, considering respective maximum LD distributions in Figure 2 **a & b**, suggest that Minimac4 outperforms DL methods when there is a strong LD between SNPs and it will fall short otherwise. In the majority of the results, SCDA+ which benefits from our proposed training pipeline outperforms AE. Lastly, for every dataset, STI is either producing the best or second best results, and outperforms STI*WE, highlighting the effectiveness of Cat-Embedding.

breakdown of SNVs in this experiment. According to Figure 5 SCDA+ and STI are performing the best in predicting multi-allelic events
Fig. 4 IQS of different models on benchmark datasets over different missing rates (MR) using 3-fold cross validation. While bars indicate average IQS, black lines indicate highest and lowest IQS over 3 folds. **a.** Yeast dataset, **b.** HLA dataset, **c.** A dataset composed of Deletions in chromosome 22 of 1000 Genomes Project. IQS assesses imputation quality with a focus on rare variants, meaning that the lower the MAF of a SNP is, the higher the penalty for incorrect prediction of that SNP would be. Results indicate that in the majority of experiments STI outperforms competing methods. Additionally, SCDA and AE are performing roughly similar. Furthermore in the yeast and HLA datasets, with an increase in MR, STI*WE starts to fall behind STI, highlighting the effectiveness of Cat-Embedding in more challenging settings.

3 Discussion

Genotype imputation can improve the performance of downstream GWAS studies. One of applications of imputation is predicting missing values in genotyped samples, which is the focus of this study. To address this problem, we propose STI, a DL model utilizing transformer architecture, capable of capturing correlations among SNPs/SNVs, such as LD structures, which can impute multi-allelic events. Through experiments, we compared our proposed imputation model, STI, to various imputation models for genotypes. Additionally, we propose changes to the training process of DL imputation models that leads to improved imputation quality. Finally, we designed an experiment in order to evaluate the performance of the competing models for multi-allelic events.

Experimental results show that STI considerably outperforms other DL models in majority of cases and delivers comparable and sometimes better performance compared to gold-standard Minimac4 model, while harbors less limitations. The results also indicate that Cat-Embedding, generally, has a positive effect on our transformer model and the proposed training process substantially improves the performance of the models for this task.

We also observed some interesting patterns. For chromosome 22 datasets, in Tables 7 & 8 of supplementary materials, we observe that there is an unexpected drop in accuracy of every model for the highest maximum LD block ([0.8, 1] bin). This was surprising since, generally, the performance of models is expected to increase with an increase in maximum LD of the SNPs/SNVs. Furthermore, [0.8, 1] bin does not contain too few SNPs/SNVs in both cases, the phenomenon which could explain the slight drop of accuracy for [0.6, 0.8] bin. While this incident requires deeper analysis, one possible cause could be that the average correlation of indirectly correlated SNPs/SNVs to these
**Fig. 5** Breakdown of most common SNV types in missing positions for imputation of all SNVs in chromosome 22 of 1000 Genomes Project dataset. On the left (a, c, and e), charts represent bi-allelic events while on the right (b, d, and f), multi-allelic events are shown. In each block from top to bottom, first plot shows total number of missing positions per SNV type in 3 folds combined, and second plot shows breakdown of missing positions based on LD bins for the same. The last plot shows average accuracy of benchmark models per SNV type. For bi-allelic events, in presence of strong LD structure (e.g., DUP events) and in all cases, we hardly see any performance change with an increase in MR. For multi-allelic events, STI and SCDA+ outperform the rest while we can observe a consistent drop in accuracy with an increase in MR.

events drops rapidly compared to other bins, resulting in reduced accuracy for positions within [0.8, 1] bin.

To our knowledge, this is the first use of transformer architecture to address imputation problem in genomics, which can be extended by integrating privacy-preserving mechanism (through homomorphic encryption and available Tensorflow compatible libraries such as https://github.com/tf-encrypted/tf-encrypted). Since STI divides the sequence into chunks and
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makes an isolated network to impute each, it is feasible to implement distributed STI using a native message passing interface, or distributed capabilities in widely used DL libraries such as Tensorflow or PyTorch. This will enable STI to scale for larger sequences. Furthermore, DL models are known to be data intensive. With release of new large panels, such as TopMed, we expect that STI and other DL models produce better results compared to reference-based models.

4 Methods

In this section, we introduce the datasets we used in this study and discuss their characteristics. Additionally, the architectural design of Split-Transformer Impute is put forward, in addition to the loss function used to train the model.

4.1 Data

In this study, we used four datasets from two well-known sequencing projects in order to benchmark STI against baselines. All datasets contain real-world samples. We used Scikit-allel package [48] to compute LD and MAF for the datasets. The characteristics of the datasets is as follows:

**Yeast dataset:** The first dataset is the comprehensively assayed yeast dataset [45], representing simple genetic background and high correlation among genotypes. This dataset contains 4390 genotyped profiles for 28220 genetic variants. The samples were obtained by sequencing crosses between two strains of yeast, namely an isolate from a vineyard (RM) and a popular laboratory strain (BY). In the original dataset, the data is encoded as -1/1 for BY/RM, which are mapped to 0/1 in our code, respectively, before one-hot encoding.

**HLA dataset:** This dataset contains human leukocyte antigen genotypes, covering a 3 Mbp region at chromosome 6p21.31, and sitting at major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region. HLA region is in charge of regulation of the immune system in humans [49]. This region is highly polymorphic and heterogeneous among individuals, meaning that it harbors various alleles, enabling the adaptive immune system to be fine-tuned [50]. In this study, we used the genotypes of this region, obtained from the phase 3 of 1000 Genomes Project [27], containing 7161 unique genetic variants for 2504 individuals from five super-populations across the world, namely American (AMR), East Asian (EAS), European (EUR), South Asian (SAS), and African (AFR). All SNPs in this dataset have a maximum LD value in range of [0.4, 0.5]. In the preprocessing step, we split HLA samples into paternal and maternal sequences and feed them to the model. In post-processing step, pairs of consecutive sequences are put together to reconstruct the genotypes.

**Chromosome 22 datasets:** We used SNV data from 1000 Genomes Project in two settings. In the first one, we only selected deletions, excluding ALU deletions, among all SNVs. This resulted in 573 positions harboring bi-allelic events in the dataset. In the second one, a total of 848 SNVs including,
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but not limited to deletion, insertion, duplication, and copy number variations in chromosome 22 are selected. As shown in Figure 2 b & c, the majority of SNVs in chromosome 22 have a low LD, making these datasets challenging for imputation. According to Figure 2.d, deletions cover a wide range of LD among them and other SNVs, making them a good target for a separate bi-allelic dataset. A summary of all available SNVs in chromosome 22 can be found in Table 9 in supplementary. While CNVs and DUPs show a higher internal average maximum LD, we selected DEL events for a separate dataset since the number of SNVs for this event is higher compared to the rest.

4.2 Proposed training procedure

In [2, 43] studies, the training data is filled with missing values using different percentages, e.g., 0.1, 0.2, etc,. In our experiments, we observed that when 50 percent of the SNPs/SNVs in the training data are randomly replaced with missing values in each iteration, the overall performance of the model is improved, in addition to saving time in the training process. The reason for improvement is straightforward: when the missing rate is low, the model is less likely to learn patterns for predicting missing values at every position.

Another improvement that we observed was when instead of feeding one-hot encoded diplotypes to the models, we break them down to haploids first, and then perform one-hot encoding. This idea is proposed in [44] but there is no discussion about the merits of this procedure. Presumably, since SNVs in paternal and maternal haploids are independent, predicting haploids would be easier for the models compared to predicting diploids.

4.3 Split-Transformer Impute architecture.

Split-Transformer Impute is an extended transformer model [37] especially tailored for genotype imputation. STI is a reference-free model, unlike Minimac4. This enables STI to be applied to a wider range of datasets with less effort and fewer preparations. An overview of STI is presented in Figure 1.

Cat-Embedding: One important part of STI is categorical embedding, termed as Cat-Embedding, which enables it to learn embedding representation per allele in each position. The idea is basically similar to natural language processing embedding layer that accepts word indices, except Cat-Embedding accepts one-hot encoded data. For the imputation task, we consider missing value as another allele which is equivalent to special token in natural language processing. According to Figure 1.b, the vector for each allele is added to the respective positional (SNV) embedding vector to generate final embedding.

Splitting: To take advantage of existing LD in the data, we split the SNPs/SNVs into windows, in order to limit the scope of attention in the model, leading to computational memory savings. Additionally, each window passes through a dedicated branch inside the model, leading to increased imputation quality. In a vanilla transformer, the cost of computing a global attention is quadratic with respect to the number of SNPs (m^2); however, the amount is
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lowered to \( (m/w) \times (w + o)^2 = mw \) in STI, considering the overlaps of windows are negligible. For instance, for \( m = 10^4 \) and a window size of \( 10^3 \), STI uses 10 times less memory for attention computations compared to an attention in a vanilla transformer.

**Branching:** As mentioned above, STI uses a separate branch per window, meaning that a separate network is built for each group of adjacent SNPs. In order to prevent loss of imputation accuracy at window borders, we include additional SNPs from neighboring windows in each split, and shrink the window at the end of each branch. Average LD block size in the dataset can be used to decide the size of overlap.

**Attention:** The attention blocks are implemented similar to those of other transformers, such as self-attention blocks in Vision Transformer (ViT) [51]. There is a difference between first and second attention blocks in the branches. The first block is a self-attention block, meaning that query, key, and value of the attention layer are the same, query excludes overlapping SNPs from neighbouring windows. This way, we shrink the window to the intended size after applying multi-headed attention. In the second block, query is the output of the previous layer, while key and value are the outputs of the first self-attention block. This skip connection considerably affects the overall performance of the model.

**Convolutional blocks:** Convolutional blocks are another important components of STI, as illustrated in Figure 1.c. Through empirical studies, we found out that using exactly two parallel convolutional branches, similar to Inception module [52], is the best trade-off between accuracy gain and increase in number of model parameters, compared to using a single branch or more than two branches. Furthermore, Depth-wise convolutional layer at the end of the block helps STI extract local information without mixing channel information, and substantially improves imputation accuracy.

**Assembly:** Finally, the outputs of all branches are concatenated to form the output, that is either maternal or paternal haplotype in case of 1000 Genomes Project datasets, or the genotypes in case of yeast. For the former, by assembling maternal and paternal haplotypes, we obtain imputed genotypes and the latter needs no further post-processing. Since genetic variations in parents are independent, directly encoding and imputing the genotypes in diploid life-forms results in lower imputation accuracy compared to imputing their haplotypes. Hence we go through extra steps in pre-processing and post-processing for the HLA dataset.

**Loss function:** For the loss function, we used a combination of Kullback–Leibler divergence \( (D_{KL}) \) and categorical cross entropy (CCE), similar to loss function of variational autoencoder [53], as follows:

\[
\text{Loss}(y, \hat{y}) = (\theta) \text{CCE}(y, \hat{y}) + (1 - \theta) D(y \| \hat{y}),
\]

where \( \theta \) is the weight parameter, and the first term, representing categorical cross entropy, and the second term, representing Kullback–Leibler divergence loss, are calculated as follows:
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\[ CCE(y, \hat{y}) = - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{C} y_{ij} \log(p(y_{ij})) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ D_{KL}(y \parallel \hat{y}) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p(y_i) \frac{p(y_i)}{p(\hat{y}_i)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

We set \( \theta \) to 0.5, meaning that STI minimizes Equations 2, 3 equally. CCE captures reconstruction error between the input and the output, while \( D_{KL} \) measures asymmetric distance, with \( y \) as the base, between their probability distributions. In our experiments, omitting any of these losses resulted in a reduced model performance.

Data availability

All data used in this study are publicly available. The yeast dataset can be found as the Supplementary Data 5 at https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms9712 and the rest of datasets are extracted from the 1000 Genomes Project phase 3 dataset available at http://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20130502/.

Code availability

The source code of STI is publicly available on GitHub (https://github.com/shilab/STI)
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